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Programming the Web Using XHTML and JavaScript by Lagerstrom fits in introductory

Web-Authoring courses in the community college, university extension or technical schools, or in

Web-Scripting courses found in computer science departments. It requires no prior knowledge of

HTML or programming. This book was written to offer a straightforward introduction to

programming. Programming the Web Using XHTML and JavaScript starts out with an explanation of

HTML and then gently guides the student into learning how to create web pages that actually

respond to and interact with the web browser through JavaScript. To accomplish the patient ease of

learning, Dr. Lagerstrom created various types of end of chapter material, which reinforce what has

been learned via lab exercises, de-bugging problems and objective questions. Pedagogical features

such as icons are located in the margins to alert students of potential trouble areas and advice.
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Wow. Very few programming books I've read do much for me. Most of them are of no more use

than a reference manual. But this book....this book is different. After just an hour of reading, I now

understand the basics of JavaScript. The book does a great job explaining it. The other topic this

book covers is XHTML, the successor to HTML. I admire the author's constant reminders to remain

standards-complient in XHTML. Good job.I got this book for a class, but I'll be keeping it forever.

Scary, eh?



A good book. Topics are all well explained and good programming examples are provided. The

target audience is more for people with little or no programming experience. But, experienced

software developers can gain some insights, too. Overall, I highly recommend if you are looking for

a book on this subject which doesn't contain in-depth technical details.

I got this book for a class, taught by Lagerstrom, and loved it. It does a great job explaining XHTML

and JavaScript. I had never been exposed to any type of programming, but this book made it

simple. When I originally bought the book, I was sharing it with two other people. However, we all

found it so helpful that we had to each buy our own to keep it on the shelf.

I bought this book for a class that I took at UC Berkeley and it's a great book because it teaches the

reader xhtml and java in a simple way. I was amazed as to how easy it was understand all the

terminology in the book. Usually I sell off my books at the end of the semester but this one was a

keeper.

This book is very outdated. It often uses deprecated elements and lacks any valuable examples in

the CSS and layout areas. I am amazed my school makes us use this book. It isin great need of a re

write to bring it up to date and needs a comprehensive CSS and layout section.

Well, I bought the book last minute and it got here in time for the class. The downfall...the quality

was misrepresented and I didn't have time to return and order another. Should have been a poor

rating - entirely way too much water damage from front to back. Looks as if someone dropped it in

the bathtub while studying.

I would def. buy something from this seller again. He was wonderful and fast. He saved me from

failing my class.
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